Sunscreens are perceived as gooey, sticky, uncomfortable products that are difficult to apply and distasteful to wear. This accounts for dismal compliance when dermatologists ask patients to use daily sunscreen. Since the time delay between accumulated sun exposure and skin cancer can be more than 20 years, patients do not receive a short-term benefit from photoprotection. Any marketing genius will tell you that compliance requires both self-perceived short- and long-term benefits in order to reinforce positive behavior. This insight into the human psyche led skin care companies to develop the concept of the “multifunctional cosmetic,” which by definition delivers several benefits in one bottle. Currently, popular multifunctional cosmetics include sunscreen-containing moisturizers and facial foundations.

### Sunscreen-containing Moisturizers

Sunscreen-containing moisturizers have dramatically improved photoprotection compliance. These products can provide moisturization by decreasing transepidermal water loss through creation of an environment that is optimal for barrier repair. Through the use of occlusive agents such as dimethicone, petrolatum, and mineral oil, as well as the use of humectants such as glycerin, propylene glycol, and hyaluronic acid, a therapeutic moisturizer can aid in the restoration of the corneocyte and intercellular lipid organization. In addition, a sunscreen-containing moisturizer can deliver effective ultraviolet B (UVB) and ultraviolet A (UVA) photoprotection, thereby contributing to the prevention of sunburn, photoaging, and skin cancer simultaneously. Through the inclusion of active ingredients such as retinol, niacinamide, and/or green tea, additional antiaging benefits may be achieved. In short, one bottle of sunscreen-containing moisturizer can be designed to moisturize the skin, repair the barrier, stop sunburn, prevent skin cancer, minimize photoaging, and potentially reverse oxidative insults.

Most sunscreen-containing moisturizers are formulated at a sun protection factor (SPF) between 15 to 30. SPF 15 products can be designed with little UV A photoprotection and they may or may not be labeled as broad spectrum. SPF 30 products must contain both UVB and UVA photoprotective ingredients and are therefore preferred. This logic encouraged the American Academy of Dermatology to restate its sun protective recommendations and raise the minimum recommended SPF to 30. For most formulations, SPF 30 is a nice compromise between photoprotection and aesthetics. Once the SPF raises much above 30, the product becomes sticky. Many highly effective sunscreen filters, such as octocrylene, are thick oils and increasing their concentration in the final formulation leads to poor aesthetics. Yet, for casual limited sun exposure, SPF 30 provides excellent daily photoprotection.

### Sunscreen-containing Facial Foundations

If a sunscreen-containing moisturizer is tinted to match the skin, it can then be classified as a facial foundation. Facial foundations are another category of multifunctional cosmetics that can be helpful in encouraging sun protection compliance. There are four basic facial foundation formulations: oil-based, water-based, oil-free, and water-free forms. The most popular facial foundations are liquid oil-in-water emulsions containing a small amount of oil in which the pigment is emulsified with a relatively large quantity of water. The primary emulsifier is usually a soap, such as triethanolamine or a nonionic surfactant. The secondary emulsifier, present in smaller quantity, is usually glyceryl stearate or propylene glycol stearate.
Oil-free facial foundations contain no animal, vegetable, or mineral oils. They may, however, contain other oily substances, such as the silicone derivatives dimethicone or cyclomethicone. These foundations are usually designed for patients with oily skin and/or acne. The pigment is dissolved in water and other solvents, leaving the skin with a dry feeling that results from the absence of oils.

Facial foundations are designed to color, blend, and camouflage the underlying skin and create an illusion of perfect complexion beauty. The ability of a foundation to conceal or cover the underlying skin is known as "coverage." Higher coverage products deliver better photoprotection while lower coverage products deliver less photoprotection. In this case, the photoprotection is due to inorganic filters in the formulation, which commonly include titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, talc, kaolin and precipitated chalk. Even coloring agents, such as iron oxide, can function as inorganic filters.

Sheer coverage foundations with minimal titanium dioxide are almost transparent and have an SPF around 2 while moderate coverage foundations are translucent and have an approximate SPF of 4 to 5. Thick, waterproof cream facial foundations that are used for camouflage purposes or post-surgically completely obscure the underlying skin and have an unlimited SPF because they function as a total physical block. For persons with severe photosensitive facial skin disease, such as lupus, these waterproof cream facial foundations offer superior photoprotection.

In addition to the normal photoprotective constituents of a facial foundation, other inorganic and organic filters can also be added. The most commonly added organic filter is octyl methoxycinnamate. It is an excellent UVB filter with no aesthetic issues and limited allergenicity. It may be combined with other filters, such as oxybenzone, to increase coverage in the UVA range. Some of the newer facial foundations even add avobenzone that has been photostabilized with octocrylene and oxybenzone. Selecting the proper mixture of sunscreen ingredients is key to providing superior photoprotection and aesthetics while offering a high broad spectrum SPF.

New sunscreen-containing facial foundation formulations are available in a variety of forms: liquid, mousse, water-containing cream, soufflé, anhydrous cream, stick, cake, and shake lotion. Liquid formulations are most popular because they are the easiest to apply, provide sheer to moderate coverage, and create a natural appearance. As previously mentioned, they contain mainly water, oils, and titanium dioxide. To this basic formulation, sunscreen filters can be added. For most patients, this type of sun protection through a facial cosmetic is the best way to increase compliance.

Other formulations of facial foundations can also be created. If the liquid is aerosolized, a foam foundation known as a mousse is produced. A cream foundation has the additional ingredient of wax, which makes a thicker, occlusive, more moisturizing formula. These thicker cream facial foundations also deposit more pigment on the skin surface and obscure more of the underlying skin. Cream formulations typically offer better photoprotection than liquids. Whipping the cream produces a soufflé foundation. Finally, an anhydrous cream with no water in its formulation provides enhanced occlusion and exceptional long-lasting coverage. These products resist water removal better and can be used with greater success in persons who need superior photoprotection when perspiring heavily.

There are three final forms of facial foundation that have been adapted for sun protection. These include stick, cake, and powder facial foundations. Adding more wax to the cream facial foundation results in a stick that can be stroked across the face. These facial foundation sticks are also water-free and provide water resistant photoprotection. This is in contrast to the cake and powder facial foundations that are dusted over the face. A cake foundation is a compressed powder consisting of talc, kaolin, precipitated chalk, zinc oxide, and titanium dioxide compressed into a cake that is applied to the skin with a sponge. If the ingredients are not compressed into a cake, they can be left loose in a jar with a brush attached to one end. This loose powder facial foundation is sometimes called a mineral makeup.

Mineral makeup are some of the newest sun protective cosmetics. They are dusted onto the face and can be just easily dusted off the face. Powders do not provide water resistance characteristics, making them only appropriate for day wear with casual sun exposure. Also, the powder does not provide an even film over the face, allowing for uneven photoprotection. For the patient with serious sun protection needs, it is best to apply a sunscreen-containing moisturizer followed by a mineral makeup. The moisturizer will allow the powder to stay in place and offer increased photoprotection due to layering. It is important to note that the SPF rating of the powder and the moisturizer are not additive. For example, an SPF 15 sunscreen-containing moisturizer and an SPF 15 mineral makeup do not combine to confer SPF 30 photoprotection. Each product application will make a more even sun protective film, allowing closer approximation of the SPF 15 rating.

**Multifunctional SPF Rated Cosmetics**

Multifunctional SPF rated cosmetics are increasing in the marketplace. Lipsticks, lip balms, facial serums, and eye creams are all commercially available formulations that can possess an SPF rating. Increasing patient compliance with sun protection through the inclusion of sunscreen filters in many commonly used facial products can be a synergistic effect. Patients do not wish to purchase or use multiple products that are expensive and time consuming to apply. The multifunctional cosmetic is an important dermatologic advance. This trend is expected to continue with extensions to male skin care, such as sunscreen-containing after shave preparations. Sunscreen filters are also finding their way into hair care products that claim to prevent color fading. Protection from UV exposure improves color purity and retention, lengthening the time a hair dye can be worn until repeat dyeing is required. This is a positive trend for dermatology as it reinforces our safe sun message to our patients.

**Conclusion**

With the widespread emergence of sunscreen-containing moisturizers, foundations, and various lip treatments, it is apparent that the cosmeceutical industry has embraced the importance of photoprotection. These multifunctional products have the potential to encourage patient adherence to regimen
sunscreen use by facilitating ease of application, thus minimizing the need for any significant behavioral modification, particularly during the morning routine.
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This article has been adapted (with permission from the \textit{British Journal of Dermatology}) from Fu JJ, Hillebrand GG, Raleigh P, et al. A randomized, controlled comparative study of the wrinkle reduction benefits of a cosmetic niacinamide/peptide/retinyl propionate product regimen vs. a prescription 0.02\% tretinoin product regimen. \textit{Br J Dermatol} 162(3):647-54 (2010 Mar).

ABSTRACT

The development of topical cosmetic anti-aging products is becoming increasingly sophisticated. This is demonstrated by the benefit agents selected and the scientific approaches used to identify them, treatment protocols that increasingly incorporate multi-product regimens, and the level of rigor in the clinical testing used to demonstrate efficacy. Consistent with these principles, a new cosmetic anti-aging regimen was recently developed. The key product ingredients were identified based on an understanding of the key mechanistic themes associated with aging at the genomic level coupled with appropriate in vitro testing. The products were designed to provide optimum benefits when used in combination in a regimen format. This cosmetic regimen was then tested for efficacy against the appearance of facial wrinkles in a 24-week clinical trial compared with 0.02\% tretinoin, a recognized benchmark prescription treatment for facial wrinkling. The cosmetic regimen significantly improved wrinkle appearance after 8 weeks relative to tretinoin and was better tolerated. Wrinkle appearance benefits from the two treatments in cohorts of subjects who continued treatment through 24 weeks were also comparable.
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Background

The advent of new technologies in a variety of areas related to skin biology and clinical research is leading to an increasing level of sophistication in the development of topical cosmetic anti-aging products. The development of reliable, accessible, and cost effective methods of measuring change in tissue gene expression has led to enhanced mechanistic understandings of skin disease and the skin aging process.\textsuperscript{1-3} This, in turn, has led to better, more specific screening approaches to identify agents that can positively affect the key mechanisms identified via genomics.\textsuperscript{4} Finally, demands for more scientifically sound demonstrations of efficacy by dermatologists, patients, and oversight organizations have led to increased rigor in the clinical testing of cosmetic products. Adequate controls, appropriate statistical approaches, relevant treatment protocols, and the combination of both subjective and objective assessments are all important factors for more robust study designs. The composition and testing of a recently developed cosmetic anti-aging regimen\textsuperscript{5} reflects the influence of all the factors mentioned above.

Skin aging is a multifactorial process that combines intrinsic factors (i.e., genetically programmed decreases in cellular function over time) with the insults of extrinsic factors (e.g., exposure to ultraviolet [UV] radiation and environmental pollution). A genomic study of chronologically old and young skin provided insights into some of the biological mechanisms associated with chronological and photoaging.\textsuperscript{1} Among the themes observed in chronologically aged skin were decreased expression of genes related to barrier repair, especially lipid biosynthesis and epidermal cellular differentiation pathways, and upregulation of inflammatory responses, cytokine activity, and protease activity. Many of these same pathways were found to also be enhanced in photoaged skin, especially those associated with inflammation, immune responses, and the degradation of elastin and extracellular matrix.

Consistent with these genomic themes, cosmetic anti-aging ingredients were identified via \textit{in vitro} testing that 1) improve skin barrier function, 2) promote normal/natural exfoliation and skin turnover, 3) help control reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress, and 4) help maintain consistent synthesis and replacement of extracellular matrix components. Treatments containing some of these ingredients have been shown to improve the appearance of aged skin in previous clinical studies.\textsuperscript{6-11} The ingredients, listed in Table 1, were incorporated into a comprehensive cosmetic product regimen. Given the multifactorial aspect of skin aging, it was felt that a combination regimen approach would provide the greatest treatment flexibility, as well as yield the opportunity to use optimum levels of potentially incompatible anti-aging ingredients. As shown in the table, this niacinamide/peptide/
retinyl propionate (NPP) regimen consisted of a lotion intended for use during the day, which included sunscreen with sun protection factor (SPF) 30, a nighttime cream, and a specialized product for localized treatment of more prominently wrinkled areas of the face.

The improvement in the appearance of facial wrinkles after treatment with this cosmetic regimen was compared to that from a prescription regimen including 0.02% tretinoin in an 8-week, randomized, and controlled clinical study, with cohorts from each treatment group using their regimen for an additional 16 weeks. Results of this clinical study were recently published and are summarized below.

**Clinical Study Findings**
The study enrolled a total of 196 Caucasian female subjects aged 40 to 65 years with moderate to moderately severe periorbital wrinkles. Following a 2-week washout period in which the participants used a mild facial cleanser (Olay® Foaming Face Wash) ad libitum and a facial moisturizer (Olay® Complete All Day Moisture Lotion Sensitive Skin SPF 15) twice daily, the subjects were divided into two treatment groups. One group used the described cosmetic wrinkle regimen consisting of the SPF 30 lotion daily in the morning and the night cream daily in the evening, each over the entire face, and the specialized wrinkle product twice daily on areas of patient concern, while the other group used a morning application of a SPF 30 sunscreen and an evening application of 0.02% tretinoin in an emollient base. The tretinoin treatment dosing was escalated from every other evening to every evening over the first 2 weeks to minimize irritation. After 8 weeks of use, a cohort of 25 subjects from each treatment group (selected before treatment began) continued treatment for an additional 16 weeks (total of 24 weeks).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Daytime SPF 30 Lotion</th>
<th>Night Cream</th>
<th>Wrinkle Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niacinamide</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal-KTTKS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal-KT</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnosine</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique ingredients</td>
<td>SPF 30</td>
<td>Vitamin C</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Retinyl propionate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Ingredients for NPP cosmetic wrinkle regimen products (in a moisturizing base)

Palmitoyl pentapeptides: palmitoyl-lysine-threonine-threonine-lysine-serine (Pal-KTTKS) and palmitoyl-lysine-threonine (Pal-KT)

![Figure 1](imageurl)

**Figure 1:** Improvement in the appearance of periorbital wrinkles for the full study population and 24-week cohort. Changes were determined by expert visual comparison of subject images before and after treatment, using a ±8 scale. Errors bars represent standard error.

Entire population at 8 weeks: n=90 in the tretinoin regimen group; n=95 in the niacinamide/peptide/retinyl propionate (NPP) cosmetic wrinkle regimen group.

Cohort at 8 weeks: n=25 in each group

Cohort at 24 weeks: n=25 in the tretinoin regimen group; n=23 in the NPP cosmetic wrinkle regimen group.
At baseline and after 8 and 24 weeks, standardized high resolution digital images were taken of both the left and right sides of the patients’ faces to capture the changes in facial wrinkles. These images were evaluated by expert grading for improved appearance of fine lines and wrinkles (+8 to -8 grading scale for improvement or worsening in the after treatment image) and were also assessed by computerized image analysis for changes in periorbital fine line and wrinkle area. Skin barrier integrity on each side of each subject’s face was determined via measurement of trans-epidermal water loss (TEWL) at the same time points. Subjects’ skin was also clinically graded for erythema and dryness periodically throughout the study, including baseline, 8 and 24 weeks, as well as intermediate times, to insure a thorough assessment of tolerance to treatment.

After 8 weeks, expert visual grading and wrinkle image analysis both showed that the cosmetic regimen was as effective as the 0.02% tretinoin regimen for reducing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. As seen in Figure 1, treatment with the cosmetic regimen significantly improved graded wrinkle appearance relative to treatment with the 0.02% tretinoin regimen (p<0.05). By image analysis, the cosmetic wrinkle regimen and tretinoin regimen produced 17% and 11% mean reductions in detectable fine line and wrinkle area, respectively (p=0.06). Figure 2 illustrates an example of a patient with a substantial response to cosmetic regimen treatment. Each of the 25-patient cohorts using their respective regimen for a total of 24 weeks showed continued improvement, with over 20% mean reductions in fine lines and wrinkles in both treatment groups after 24 weeks and comparable improvements in wrinkle appearance.

Consistent with its cosmetic design, the wrinkle regimen was well tolerated. The cosmetic wrinkle regimen produced little erythema or skin dryness overall and substantially less than the tretinoin regimen over the first 8 weeks of treatment. After 24 weeks, there was no significant difference in erythema and dryness from the two treatments. Additionally, as seen in Figure 3, skin barrier integrity was maintained after 8 weeks in the extended treatment patient cohort using the cosmetic wrinkle regimen, in contrast to the cohort using the tretinoin regimen. Patients in the cosmetic regimen cohort showed significant improvement in facial stratum corneum barrier function after 24 weeks of treatment.

Limitations to this study include the lack of subject blinding to treatment, possibly influencing self-assessment. Additionally, a larger 24-week sample size would have provided more statistical power and allowed more robust conclusions.

### Conclusions

Topical tretinoin is considered a benchmark product for the mitigation of fine facial wrinkles. However, a number of side-effects (e.g., erythema and desquamation) are associated with tretinoin use, especially during the first few weeks, which may cause some patients to discontinue use.

In contrast, cosmetic and cosmeceutical anti-wrinkle products are generally well-tolerated by the skin and pleasant for patients to use. While there are few published reports of direct comparative studies, it is generally presumed that such products do not have clinical efficacy comparable to that of prescription topical therapies.

To our knowledge, this is the first published long-term clinical study comparing a cosmetic anti-aging regimen against a recognized prescription topical treatment for improving the appearance of facial wrinkling. The results of this study show that the efficacy of a prescription product for improving the appearance of facial fine lines and wrinkles can be achieved with an appropriately designed cosmetic regimen, while providing additional benefits in aesthetics, skin tolerance, and potential patient compliance.

As cosmetic and cosmeceutical anti-aging products continue to become more sophisticated, we anticipate that the use of cutting-edge scientific approaches (e.g., genomics to identify potentially fruitful benefit targets) and the technical rigor associated with clinical testing of the products that are eventually developed (e.g., comparison to accepted benchmarks) will continue to grow.
Figure 3: Changes in facial skin TEWL for the extended treatment cohorts after 8 and 24 weeks of treatment. Similar results were seen in the full study population after 8 weeks. At 8 weeks, n=25 for both groups. At 24 weeks, n=25 for the tretinoin regimen cohort and n=23 for NPP cosmetic wrinkle regimen cohort.
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**Update on Drugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name/Company</th>
<th>Approval Dates/Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human papillomavirus (HPV) test</strong></td>
<td>The US FDA approved the cobas HPV test in April 2011 for identifying women at highest risk for developing cervical cancer. It individually identifies genotypes 16 and 18 (the two highest-risk HPV genotypes responsible for &gt;70% of cervical cancer cases), as well as detects 12 other high risk HPV genotypes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cobas® HPV Test</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cobas® 4800 System</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Betamethasone valerate 0.12% foam</strong></td>
<td>Health Canada approved a prescription only, foam formulation of betamethasone valerate, a mid-potency corticosteroid, in May 2011 for the treatment of the inflammatory and pruritic manifestations of corticosteroid-responsive scalp dermatoses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxiq®</td>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Drug News**

On June 14, 2011, the US FDA announced changes to sunscreen labeling that would allow consumers to more easily decipher the commonly used terms on these products. Highlights from this press release include:

- Sunscreen products are no longer able to use the term "broad spectrum" unless they pass FDA efficacy testing for ultraviolet A (UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) protection.
- Broad spectrum sunscreens with SPF 15 or higher may state that their use has been demonstrated to contribute to the prevention of skin cancer or premature skin aging.
- The new rules will no longer allow sunscreens to use the terms "waterproof," "sweatproof," or "sunblock" on product labels because they are misleading to consumers and do not actually confer the degree of protection implied. However, the use of “water resistance” is permitted if they are effective for 40 or 80 minutes while swimming or sweating.
- Limiting the maximum SPF value on sunscreens to "50 +" is also under FDA consideration, as there is insufficient evidence supporting improved photoprotection with such products compared to those with SPF 50.
- Due to the unique delivery vehicle characteristics of sprays, the FDA has requested additional efficacy and safety data on these sunscreen formulations.

The new regulations will take effect by summer 2012. For more information: http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm258940.htm

The US FDA and Health Canada issued separate advisories in May and June 2011, respectively, announcing that they are conducting safety reviews of drospirenone-containing oral contraceptive pills (OCPs) to evaluate their potential for increased risk of venous thromboembolism in women who use these products. Blood clots are a rare but well-known side-effect associated with all OCPs. The affected product brands are Yazz® and Yasmin® in Canada, and in the US they include Yazz® (generics Gianvi™ and Loryna™), Yasmin® (generics Ocella™, Syeda™, and Zarah™), Beyaz™, and Safyral™.

In May 2011, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) announced that it is updating the product information on OCPs containing drospirenone and ethinyl estradiol (Yasmin®, Yasminelle®, and other products) with respect to the risk of venous thromboembolism.

Two new studies recently published in the British Medical Journal suggest the risk of blood clots with drospirenone-containing OCPs may be two to three times greater than with OCPs containing the progestin levonorgestrel.